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LAMP CONTROL AND LAMP SWITCH CIRCUIT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to lamp control and 
lamp switch circuits and more particularly, to electrical 
circuits for controlling and maintaining the appropriate 
balance of'light output, end-to-end of a long multi 
vapor arc lamp, . 

In the photoelectrophoretie imaging process, black 
and white or full color images are formed through the 
use of photoelectrophoresis. An extensive and detailed 
description of the photoelectrophoretie process is 
found in U.S. Pat. No. 3,384,488 and 3,384,565 to 
Tulagin and Carrcira, US. Pat. No. 3,383,933 to Yeh 
and US. Pat. No. 3,384,566 to Clark, which disclose a 
system where photoelectrophoretie particles migrate in 
image con?guration'providing a visual image at one or 
both of two electrodes between which the particles sus 
pended within an insulating carrier is placed. The parti 
cles are photosensitive and are believed to bear a net 
electrical charge while suspended which causes them to 
be attracted to one electrode and apparently undergo 
a net change in polarity upon exposure to activating 
electromagnetic radiation. The particles will migrate 
from one of the electrodes under the in?uence of an 
electric field through the liquid carrier to the other 
electrode. 
The photoelectrophoretie imaging process is either 

monochromatic or polychromatic depending upon 
whether the photosensitive particles within the liquid 
carrier are responsive to the same or different portions 
of the light spectrum. A full-color polychromatic sys-_ 
tem is obtained, for example, by using cyan, magenta 
and yellow-colored particles which are responsive to 
red, green and blue light respectively. 

It has been found that long muIti-vapor lamps with 
their high efficiencies and controllable spectral outputs 
show great promise in producing optimum results in 
photographic systems using arti?cal light. The most im 
portant factor in controlling the spectral energy distri 
bution uniformity along the length of the lamp is the 
metal halide materials present in the vapor. For exam 
ple, in the photoelectrophoretie imaging process using 
opaque or transparent originals, selecting appropriate 
metal halide materials and balancing their ratios to 
match photoelectrophoretie pigment sensitivities for 
the best process response is a major area of concern. 
Some long multi-vapor arc lamps in commercial use re 
quire about 2 mg. or mercury to facilitate starting. In 
connection with certain photoelectrophoretie imaging 
operations, the photoelectrophoretie process should 
not “see” the spectral emission lines of mercury vapor 
for optimum images. In other photoelectrophoretie im 
aging systems, mercury may be virtually absent from 
the lamps used, nevertheless. there are special charac 
teristics and problems associated with them. For exam 
ple, as soon as the lamp is ignited, the metal halide ma 
terials within-the lamp tends to selectively migrate to 
one end of the lamp with a resultant end-to-end unbal 
ance in light..output. This migration of materials is 
called cataphoretie migration. - 

Other inventions have been discovered for control 
ling the operation of‘the lamp intensity of vapor lamps. 
One such process is disclosed in the patent to Des 
soulavy e-t al.~,~U.S. Pat. No. 3,514,667 issued May 26, 
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I970. This patent shows a circuit for-controlling opera- - 
tion ofa discharge tube which includes recti?er means 

2 
for converting current from an alternating current 
source into direct current to be delivered to the tube. 
The recti?er includes controlled recti?er elements hav 
ing control terminals or gates, and controllable supply 
of impulses operable to determine the portion of a 
cycle of alternating current supply during which direct 
current ?ows through the tube. However, this patent is 
not concerned with the drawbacks of cataphoretic mi 
gration in long multi-vapor arc lamps. 
Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 

vide an electrical control system for maintaining appro 
priate balance of light output along the length of long 
multi-vapor arc lamps. 
Another object of this invention is to compensate for 

changes in spectral energy distribution of long multi 
vapor arc lamps with operating time and variations 
from lamp to lamp; 
A further object of this invention is to provide for ef 

fects of ambient temperature cooling of long multi 
vapor are lamps end-to-end. 

It is another object of this invention to employ a lamp 
switching circuit to periodically reverse the direction of 
current ?ow through long multi-vapor arc lamps for use 
in photoelectrophoretie imaging systems. 
Another object of this invention is to control the rela 

tive dwell times of the two polarities of alternating volt~ 
age ' supply source to long multi-vapor arc lamps in 
order to prevent the same migrations that can also be 
contributed to by differential end-to-end temperatures 
of the lamp and end-to-end imperfections in the lamp. 
Another object of this invention is to provide control 

circuits for starting and operating long multi-vapor are 
lamps. 

Still a further object of this invention is to improve 
the application of long multi-vapor arc lamps to photo 
electrophoretic imaging techniques. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

These and other objects of this invention are accom 
plished by providing a lamp sensing circuit for detect— 
ing light intensity differences at opposite ends of a lamp 
using a single photodiode. 
The signal from the photodiode, which may be sinu 

soidal, is detected, amplified and then split into two sig 
nals, equal in amplitude and separated in phase by 
180°. The reference signal out of the chopper driver is 
shifted to be exactly in phase with the signal from the 
photodiode. The reference signal is then simulta 
neously squared and split into two signals separated in 
phase by 180°. 
The two reference square waves gate four linear am 

pli?ers of the phase-amplitude detector on and off. 
Two ampli?ers are “on‘” and two are “off‘” at any given 
instant in time. Two ampli?ers are capable of positive 
(+) outputs only, and two are capable of negative (—) 
outputs only. 
The “DC.” output signal from the phase amplitude 

detector is used to control the period of time between 
alternating pairs of pulses in a pulse chain in a time 
base generator. The time period between the other al 
ternate pairs of pulses in the pulse chain may be a ?xed 
time interval. The time variance of the variable half of 
each period is proportional to the phase amplitude de 
tector DC. output signal. The peak amplitude of this 
varying DC. signal is proportional to the imbalance of 
the lamp and the polarity indicates the direction of any 
such imbalance. 
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The direction of current flow in the lamp is reversed 
by triggering on two SCR’s in a bridge circuit that were 
not conducting. When a set of SCR’s in the bridge are 
triggered on, this immediately places each of the two 
“commutating” capacitors across the connected con 
ducting SCR’s applying a reverse bias potential to that 
SCR equal to the lamp voltage. The initially conducting 
SCR‘s are “cut-off” by the applied reverse bias. The ca 
pacitors discharge through the newly conducting 
SCR’s, the previous current conducting inductors and 
the lamp. The current flow continues in the same direc 
tion as the lamp half cycle just being completed. The 
capacitors then reverse charge as the lamp begins to 
conduct in the new direction. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
These and other objects and advantages willbecome 

apparent to those skilled in the art after reading the fol— 
lowing description taken in conjunction with the ac~ 
companying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 illustrates a simpli?ed block diagram of the 

lamp control and lamp switch according to this inven 
tion. 
FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed schematic circuit diagram of the 

phase amplitude detector portion of the lamp to ntrol 
circuit. 
FIGS. 3 and 4 are waveform graphs of the time, phase 

and polarity relations of input and output signals of the 
phase amplitude detector circuit. 
FIG. 5 is a waveform graph of the time base genera 

tor output and the lamp polarity dwell time relations. 
FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of the lamp 

switch according to this invention. 
FIG. 7 is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of the 

lamp switch. 
FIGS. 8u—d combine to form a schematic circuit dia 

gram of the lamp control circuit according to this in 
vention. I 

FIG. .9 shows how FIGS. 8a—d are connected to 
gether. 
FIG. 10 shows a simpli?ed diagram of the time base 

generator and lamp switching logic circuits. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
I EMBODIMENTS 

The invention herein is described and illustrated in a 
speci?c embodiment having speci?c components listed 
for carrying out the functions of the apparatus. Never 
theless, the invention need not be thought of as being 
con?ned to such a speci?c showing and should be con 
strued, broadly within the scope of the claims. Any and 
all equivalent structures known to those skilled in the 
art can be substituted for speci?c apparatus disclosed 
as long as the substituted apparatus achieves a similar 
function. It may be that other apparatus will be in 
vented having similar needs to those ful?lled by the ap 
paratus described and claimed herein and it is the in 
tention herein to describe an invention for use in appa- . 

ratus other than the embodiment shown. 
FIG. 1 illustrates in block diagram form the lamp 

control and lamp switch circuits according to this in 
vention. The lamp 2 is mounted for exposure within an 
imaging system which, in a preferred embodiment, may 
be a photoelectrophoretic imaging system. The photo 
electrophoretic imaging process is described in detail in 
US. patents referred to hereinearlier. The lamp 2 may 
be a metal halide lamp about I5 inches in length. 
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4 
‘ In operation. the light signal. alternating from end-t0 
end of the lamp 2, is sampled to a single silicon photo 
diode 12. The photodiode 12 is looking at apertures of 
two light pipes 11, one from each end of the lamp 2. 
‘The light. in one embodiment, may be fed to the photo 
diode 12 through a red ?lter (not shown) and a light 
chopper 40. 
The light chopper 40 may be a tuning fork clock unit 

with movable chopper vanes (not shown) driven at si 
nusoidal velocity to alternately sample light from the 
light pipes 11 to photodiode 12. Many chopper con?g 
urations are as useable as the tuning fork clock unit. 
For example, the light chopper may be a machine 
driven rotating disk. To minimize interference, the 
chopper vanes are driven at a constant frequency other 

than power line frequencies, or multiples thereof, used 
near the system. For example, a suitable frequency of 
1.0 KHz may be used as the frequency of the chopper 
vanes. 

It is appreciated that the light pipes 11 apertures and 
the position and motion of the light chopper 40 chop 
per vanes may be adjusted to produce a DC, plus sinu 
soidal output signal from the photodiode 12 whenever 
the light pipes 11 are transmitting different light inten 
sity levels. Although a sinusoidal signal is preferred for 
the output from photodiode 12, a sinusoidal signal is 
not required. For example, the output signal may be in 
the form of a square wave. The alternating component 
of the DC, plus sinusoidal signal is at the same 1.0 
KHz frequency as that of the chopper vanes. It should 
be apparent that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
DC, plus sinusoidal signal produced from the photodi~ 
ode 12 is proportional to the difference in light inten 
sity levels transmitted to it by the two light pipes. The 
photodiode 12 output signal is coupled into the sensing 
circuit 10. 

SENSING CIRCUIT 

FIG. 8a shows a typical arrangement for the sensing 
circuit 10 used to detect the photodiode output signal. 
The sensing circuit 10 includes the ?eld-effect transis 
tor (FET) 16 Wired across photodiode 12. The FET 16 
uses a single 15 volt D.C. supply with R” in series in the 
DC. loop. The drain tosource voltage across FET 16 
is taken between capacitor 13 and the sliding contact 
of source resistor 17. The FET 16 performs a function 
of impedance conversion by transforming all imped 
ances and currents on one side with respect to the im 
pedances and currents on the other side. Thus, the F ET 
output signal is the same 1.0 KHz input signal from 
photodiode 12. The 1.0 KHz output signal from FET 16 
is fed via the sliding contact of resistor 17 to the AC. 
coupling capacitor 18 of the tuned ampli?er circuit 20. 

' TUNED AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

Still referring to FIG. 8a, there is illustrated a typical 
tuned ampli?er circuit generally designated at 20. The 
tuned ampli?er circuit 20, which includes the opera 
tional ampli?er 21, functions as a band-pass ?lter. The 
tuned ampli?er 20 operated in a linear mode typically 
has a bandwidth, as de?ned by the frequency range be 
tween the -—3dB points of its gain versus frequency 
characteristics, of about 80 Hz-l()() Hz. Ideally, its cen 
ter frequency is selected at about 1.0 KHZ to ?lter out 
any noise associated with the chopper 40, as well as 
other extraneous noise, such as may be caused by nor 
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mal flunctuations in the voltage level of the power 
mains. 
The operational ampli?er 21 functions, essentially, to 

increase the amplitude of the 1.0 KHz A.C. signal cou 
pled into the coupling capacitor 17. As will be recalled, 
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the input signal depends 
upon the imbalance of the lamp intensity end-to-end. 
The amplifier 21 is intended to amplify only the narrow 
bandwidth of 1.0 KHz frequencies. Feedback is pro 
vided through the bridged-T-network comprising the 
high-pass capacitor 27 and the low-pass loop resistors 
28 and 29. Biasing is provided by the resistor 9 and re 
sistor 19 functions as a drift stabilizing resistorv The 
output signal from ampli?er 21 is coupled into the 
phase-splitter circuit 22. 

PHASE-SPLITTER CIRCUIT 

The phase-splitter circuit splits the ampli?er signal 
from the ampli?er 21 into two signals, equal in ampli 
tude and separated in phase by 180°. One typical cir 
cuit to accomplish this function is shown in FIG. 8a. 
The phase-splitter circuit 22 is essentially two R-C 

coupled transistor ampli?er stages. The output of tran 
sistor 23 ampli?er stage is coupled via the capacitor 29 
into the input of transistor 24 ampli?er stage. The gain 
for both stages may be unity. Since the output of tran 
sistor 24 is 180° out of phase with respect to the input 
in the normal operating frequency range, the input to 
transistor 24 is 180° out of phase with the input into 
transistor 23. Hence, their outputs are likewise dis 
placed. 
The constant current regulator 30 is designed to 

maintain a ?xed current through the output load resis 
tor 31. The transistor 32 emitter current level is ?xed 
by the Zener diode 33. If the tap on the output load re 
sistor 31 is adjusted correctly, just enough voltage is ap— 
plied to cause the output of transistor 24 to be equal in 
amplitude to that of transistor 23. Thus, the output sig 
nal produced from the phase-splitter circuit 22 are two 
A.C. sinusoidal signals, phase l (4),) and phase 2 (4x1) 
both at the 1.0 KHz input frequency. The peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the output signals (#1 and (b2 is propor 
tional to the imbalance of the intensity of the lamp 2 
from one end to the other. If there is no imbalance, 
then the 1.0 KHz a~c signals ((b, and (b2) will have zero 
amplitude. 
Thetwo A.C. output signals (b1 and (#2 produced from 

the transistors 23 and 24 are coupled into the phase 
amplitude detector circuit 50 via leads 25 and 26 from ~ 
the transistors 23 and 24 respectively. The lead 25 is 
used to couple the 10 KHz a-c sinusoidal signal Q5, 
from the transistor 23 into the phase amplitude detec 
tor circuit 50. The lead 26 is used to couple the 1.0 
KHz a-c sinusoidal ‘signal 4),, from the transistor 24 into 
the phase amplitude detector circuit 50. The phase am 
plitude detector 50 will be described in detail hereinaf 
ter. . 

The 10 KHz signal from the light chopper 40 that is 
used to drivcthe chopper vanes may also be used as a 
reference signal. 

AMPLIFIER-REFERENCE CIRCUIT I 

FIG. 8c shows a typical circuit arrangement of the 
ampli?er-reference circuit 60. The ampli?er-reference 
circuit includes the ?lter 41, converter 48, squaring cir 
cuit 47 and invertering circuit 49. 
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The signal from the chopper 40 is essentially a square 

wave when it comes out of the chopper driver. The 1.0 
KHz chopper driver signal from light chopper 40 is 
coupled into the 1r section ?lter circuit 41 which is in 
tended to pass only the fundamental component of the 
L0 KHz signal and produce attenuation for all frequen 
cies above. After the chopper driver signal has been ?l 
tered, it is coupled into the converter circuit 48. 
The converter circuit 48 is used to convert the square 

wave signal from the light chopper 40 to a sine wave. 
The ?ltered square wave signal from the light chopper 
40 is coupled via capacitor 39 into the transistor 42 in 
put. Transistor 42 sinusoidal output signal is intended 
to provide a 45° lead relationship with respect to the 
input square wave signal. The filtered square wave sig 
nal is also connected to the base of transistor 43. Tran 
sistor 43 sinusoidal output signal is intended to provide 
a 45° lag relationship with respect to the input signal. 
Thus, there is a 90° phase difference at the common 
output from the transistors 42 and 43. This output sig 
nal from the converter circuit 48 may then be shifted 
slightly by the variable resistor 46 to get it in phase with 
the fundamental alternating component of the output 
signal from the photodiode 12. 
After the output signal from the converter circuit 44 

has been shifted, it is fed via the sliding contact of the 
variable resistor 46 into a squaring circuit 47. The 
squaring circuit 47 output signal is coupled into the in 
verter circuit 49 which is used to develop the square 
wave output reference signal REF that is in phase with 
the input signal from the converter circuit 48. Since the 
inverter circuit 49 input signal is 180° out of phase with 
the input signal into squaring circuit 47, there is a simi 
lar displacement of the outputs. Thus, squaring circuit 
47 output signal is the square wave signal REF which 
is the same amplitude as REF but l80° out of phase 
(see FIG. 3). 

PHASE AMPLITUDE DETECTOR 

In FIGS. 8a—<‘ is shown the circuit arrangement of the 
phase amplitude detector circuit 50. A simpli?ed sche 
matic diagram of the phase amplitude detector circuit 
50 is illustrated in FIG. 2. The phase amplitude detec 
tor circuit 50 may be used to produce a signal indica 
tive of which end of the lamp 2 is the brighter. The out 
put signal from the phase amplitude detector circuit 50 
is either a positive or negative DC. signal depending 
upon whether the left or giht end of the lamp 2 is 
brighter. For example, if the output DC. signal is posi 
tive, this means that the left end of the lamp is brighter 
whereas a negative DC. output signal means that the 
right end of the lamp is brighter. 
The two reference square wave signals REF and El? 

produced by the reference circuit 60 may be used to 
control the operation of the phase amplitude detector 
circuit 50. The phase amplitude detector circuit in— 
cludes four linear ampli?ers 51, 52, 53 and 54 arranged 
in such a manner that the output will provide the phase 
and amplitude demodulation of the signals (b1 and and 
Q52. The reference signals REF'and W are only used 
to turn these four linear ampli?ers on and off. The sig 
nals REF and REF enable and disable the linear opera 
tion of the four linear ampli?ers. 
The four ampli?ers 51, 52, 53 and 54 are each con 

nected with gating diodes 6], 62, 63 and 64 respec 
tively. 
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The two reference signals control the operation of 
the phase amplitude detector circuit by gating the four 
linear ampli?ers on and off. 
The reference signal REF is applied via lead 55 into 

the gating diodes 61 and 64 of ampli?ers 51 and 54 re 
spectively. The ampli?er 51 can only put out a positive 
signal that is a result of a negative going (b2 input. The 
REF input signal to ampli?er 51 is coupled through gat 
ing diode 61 which permits amplifier 51 to linearly am 
plify the signal on line 26 ((152) during the negative half 
cycles of (122 when REF is concurrently positive. When 
REF is negative, however, ampli?er 51 is disablied 
from linear operation regardless of the (#2 signal. 
The ampli?er 54 can only put out a negative signal 

that is the result of a positive going (151 input. The REF 
input signal to ampli?er 54 is coupled via lead 55 
through gating diode 64 which permits ampli?er 54 to 
linearly amplify the signal on line 25 ((15,) during the 
positive half cycles of (#1 when REF is concurrently 
negative. When REF is positive, however, ampli?er 54 
is disabled from linear operation regardless of the Q51 
signal. 
The reference signal RF is applied via lead 56 into 

the gating diodes 62 and 63 of ampli?ers 52 and 53 re 
spectively. The ampli?er 52 can only put out a positive 
signal that is the result of a negative going in input. The 
W input signal to ampli?er 52 is coupled through gat~ 
ing diode 62 which permits ampli?er 52 to linearly am 
plify the signal on line 25 (4),) during the negative half 
cycles of (b, when REF is concurrently positive. Where 
W is negative, ampli?er 52 is disabled from linear op 
eration, regardless of the (15] signal. 
The ampli?er 53 can only put out a negative signal 

that is the result of a positive ¢>2 input. The R_E_F input 
signal to ampli?er 53 is coupled via lead 56 through 
gating diode 63 which permits ampli?er 53 to linearly 
amplify the signal on line 26 ((1)2) during the positive 
half cycles of (#2 when REF is concurrently negative. 
When ?IF is positive, however, ampli?er 53 is dis 
abled from linear operation regardless of the <i>2 signal. 
The four ampli?ers 51, 52, 53 and 54 arranged in the 

manner described above form an ampli?er gating sys 
tem, two ampli?ers are on and two are off at any given 
instant in time depending upon the REF and REF sig 
nals. Ampli?ers 53 and 54 are capable of negative out 
puts only and ampli?ers 51 and 52 are capable of posi 
tive outputs only. These ampli?ers whose associating 
circuit arrangement for each is identical, lose nothing 
at the output terminal for the other polarity and there 
is no substantial diode drop across the output diode be 
cause the gain of the ampli?er is used to essentially di 
vide the drop across the diode by the gain of the ampli 
?er. The output diodes are connected so that the out— 
put of the ampli?er is not connected directly to the out 
put terminal of the amplifier. Instead, the output is con 
nected to a diode which is in series with the output of 
the ampli?er and the feedback resistor of the ampli?er. 
So long as there are 1.0 KHZ REF and W signals 

into phase amplitude detector circuit 50, there will al— 
ways be two ampli?ers that are capable of producing 
either a positive or negative DC. output signal. The po 
larity of the DC. output signal, positive or negative, de 
pends on whether (i), or 41, is in phase with the 1.0 KHz 
REF signal. 
Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4, there is shown 

graphs of the time, phase and polarity relations of input 
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8 
and output signals of the phase amplitude detector cir 
cuit 50. 
From the four linear ampli?ers 51, 52, 53 and 54 

with their particular outputs, four signals 51 out, 52 
out, 53 out and 54 out, respectively, are derived. These 
four signals. added linearly in the operational ampli?er 
57, give either a full wave recti?ed positive signal out 
(illustrated as Case 1 in FIG. 3) or a full wave recti?ed 
negative signal out (illustrated as Case 2 in FIG. 4). 
The peak amplitude of this varying DC. signal is pro 
portional to the imbalance of the lamp end-to-end and 
the polarity indicates the direction of any such imbal 
ance. For example, Case 1 output from ampli?er 57 
means the left end is brighter. Case 2 output means that 
the right end of the lamp 2 is brighter. To correct for 
any such imbalance, this DC. signal is converted into 
a time variable dwell difference. Thus, if the balance of 
the lamp 2 is varying as a function of time, the polarity 
time dwell of the driving voltage for the lamp is varied 
in synchronism therewith. 

TIME BASE GENERATOR CIRCUIT 

More particularly, the DC signal from the phase am 
plitude detector circuit 50 is used to control the period 
between alternate pairs of pulses, time period “V", in 
a pulse chain in the time base generator 70. The period 
between the other alternate pairs of pulses in the chain, 
time period “f”, is ?xed. 
FIGS. 8b and 8d show a typical arrangement of the 

time base generator circuit. FIG. 1a shows a simpli?ed 
circuit of the time base generator circuit 70. FIG. 5 il 
lustrates the time base generator circuit 70 output 
pulse chain and the lamp polarity dwell time relation 
ships. The time variance of the variable half period, V, 
is proportional to the DC. end-to-end balance signal. 
A illustrates the condition where the lamp 2 intensity 
is balanced end-to-end ( V=f), B shows the output wave 
where the right end of the lamp 2 is brighter ( V>f) and 
C illustrates the condition where the left end of lamp 
2 is brighter (V<f). The 87 output wave shown in FIG. 
5 represents regenerated timing pulses to be described 
hereinafter. 
The output signal from ampli?er 57 is coupled to the 

input of the ampli?er 71. The time base generator 70 
is designed such that for an input into ampli?er 71 
other than zero, the time spacing of the chain of pulses 
will change such that two consecutive pulses will be 
separated by timefand the next succeeding pulse will 
follow after time period V and the next pulse time per 
iodf, and etc. The time period V will be controlled by 
the amplitude and polarity of the ?nite input signal into 
ampli?er 71. 

SCHMITT TRIGGER CIRCUIT 

FIG. 8b shows a typical arrangement for the Schmitt 
trigger circuit 72. The Schmitt trigger circuit 72 func 
tions as a Zero volt level detector. The Schmitt trigger 
circuit 72 includes transistors 77 and 77'. When the 
input to transistor 77 is increased sufficiently, for ex 
ample, from —3.6 volts to zero, the base-to-emitter 
voltage is large enough to permit a trigger pulse from 
the Schmitt trigger circuit 72. 
The trigger pulse from the Schmitt trigger circuit 72 

is supplied to the input of the monostable multi 
vibrator (one-shot) 68. The one-shot 68 develops a 
trigger pulse of about 2 microseconds in pulse width. 
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This 2 microsecond trigger pulse is coupled to the in 
verter 81 in the lamp switching logic circuit 80. 

LAMP SWITCHING LOGIC 
Referring now to FIG. 8d, the lamp switching logic 

circuit 80 is illustrated in logical symbols rather than 
the conventional schematic circuit diagram for pur 
poses of clearity. The lamp switching logic circuit 80 is 
used to convert the chain of pulses ;from the time base 
generator 70 to two pulse chains, Alpha (a) and Beta 
(B). These two pulse chains (0: and B) are employed to 
control the operation of two pairs of silicon controlled 
recti?ers (SCR’s) in the lamp switch circuit 90 by trig 
gering the SCR’s on and off. The lamp switch circuit 90 
will be described more particularly hereinafter. 
The lampswitching logic circuit 80 includes the in 

verter 81 and the AND gates 84 and 87. The inverter 
81 and gates 84 and 87 function to convert the chain 
of pulses from the time base generator 70 to regener 
ated timing chain of pulses having identical spacing. 
The widths of these regenerated timing chain of pulses 
(see FIG. 5) are suitable for ?ring the silicon controlled 
recti?ers (SCR’s) in the lamp switch circuit. 90, which 
will be described in particularity hereinafter. The AND 
gate 87 provides a one-shot trigger pulse of about 10 
microseconds in width. The 10 microsecond trigger 
pulse is applied to the input terminals of the ?ip-?ops 
85 and 86. The ?ip-?ops 85 and 86 and the steering 
gates 8511-11’. 8611-12, 820 and 83a—<' associated with their 
outputs produce the two pulse chains, a and B referred 
to hereinearlier. The pulse chain may be used to gate 
or ?re the odd numbered SCR’s 91 and 93 in the lamp 
switch circuit 90. The B pulse chain may be used to 
gate or fire the even numbered SCR’s 92 and 94 in the 
lamp switch circuit 90. e or ?re the even numbered 
SCR's 92 and 94 in the lamp switch circuit 90. 

It will be appreciated that the ?ip-?op 85 changes its 
state with each input pulse from the time base genera 
tor 70. For example, the Q and 6 outputs of ?ip-?op 
85 alternately steer the reproduced timing chain either 
to the inverter 82 or to the inverter 83. The output pro 
duced from inverter 82 is the pulse chain and the out 
put of inverter 83 is the B pulse chain. When the flip 
?op 85 output Q is high (the “one” state) the regener‘ 
ated input timing chain is steered to inverter 83. When 
this condition occurs, simultaneously the connection 
from ?ip-?op 85 outputQ to the base of the transistor 
69 in the time base generator 70 (FIG. 8b) allows the 
output signal from the ampli?er 71 to in?uence the 
current flow in the timing capacitor 73 to set the vari 
able time, V‘, to the next timing chain pulse which will 
appear in the B pulse chain. The relationships between 
the output pulse chain from the time base generator 70, 
the regenerated pulse chain and the a and B pulse 
chains are shown graphically in FIG. 5. 
The ?ip-?op 86 may be used to inhibit the a pulse 

chain by the selector switch 112 until the lamp 2 is ig 
nited. Once the lamp 2 has been ignited and requires 
switching, flip-flop 86 is utilized to initiate that switch 
ing after an pulse. In such case, the switch 112 is moved 
from non-inhibit inverter 114 to the inhibit inverter 
113. 
The chain of pulses generated in the time base gener 

ator 70 describes the polarity time dwell. The lamp 2 
always has, for example, the left side positive and the 
right side negative for 5 milliseconds; But the left side 
negative and right side positive polarity, applied to the 
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10 
lamp 2, how long it dwells there is proportional to the 
DC. signal out of the phase amplitude detector 50 and 
whether it is longer or shorter than 5 milliseconds de 
pends upon the polarity of that DC. signal. Thus, the 
lamp intensity is constantly observed and, if the left end 
is brighter than the right end ( V<f), that means the po 
larity need to dwell a shorter amount of time in left end 
negative, right end positive case. Conversely, if the 
right end is brighter than the left end ( V>f), that means 
the polarity needs to dwell a greater amount of time in 
left end negative, right end positive case. 
The instant the lamp 2 has started conducting, the 

process of cathaphoretic migration begins. The metal 
halide materials within the lamp tends to selectively mi 
grate to one end of the lamp with resultant end-to-end 
imbalance in light output. In connection with photo 
electrophoretic opaque imaging, and other photo 
graphic systems that require exposure with arti?cal 
light, the process should not see an imbalance end-to 
end of the light from the lamp as a result of cathophore 
SIS. 

Another factor that tends to have an effect on the 
spectral output of long multi-vapor are lamps is varia 
tions in temperature along the length of the lamp. As 
the operating temperature increases, there is a resul 
tant shift in spectral output. In order to reduce these 
characteristics of long multi-vapor lamps and optimize 
results for exposure with arti?cal light, the lamp switch 
ing logic circuit 80 and lamp switch circuit 90 of this 
invention is provided. 
FIG. 10 is a simpli?ed diagram of the time base gen~ 

erator 70 and lamp switching logic circuit 80 which, in 
conjunction with the other Figures, may be useful to 
illustrate the operation of the time base generator and 
the lamp switching logic circuits. 
As recalled earlier, Case 1 positive output from am 

pli?er 57 in the phase amplitude detector 50 indicates 
that the left end of lamp 2 is brighter and V<f. In such 
case, the output from the ampli?er 71 will be negative, 
increasing the current from the current generator 109 
and decreasing the current down in current generator 
1 10. The constant current generator 74 is not changed, 
thereby, resulting in a net increase in the current supply 
to charging capacitor 73, thus, charging capacitor 73 
faster and shortening V. Conversely, when Case 2 out 
put from ampli?er 57 is negative, this indicates that the 
right end of lamp 2 is brighter and V>f. The output 
from ampli?er 71 will be positive, decreasing the cur 
rent from current generator 109 and increasing the cur 
rent from current generator 110. The constant current 
generator 74 is not changed thereby, resulting in a net 
decrease in the current supply to charging capacitor 
73, thus charging capacitor 73 at a slower rate and 
lengthening V. 
The variable resistor 75 may be adjusted so that 

whenever the input into ampli?er 71 is zero volts the 
output will also be zero volts. In such case, the current 
flow through 108-109 is equal to the current ?ow 
through l10—l 11. Thus, the system is balanced so that 
there is a ?xed time interval for V and f that is equal 
under the Zero volt condition. When there is an input 
into ampli?er 71 other than zero volts, V will vary in 
proportion to that input signal. The gain resistor 76 
may be adjusted to determine how much V varys in 
proportion to the non-zero volt input condition. 
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LAMP SWITCH 

The lamp switch circuit 90 is used to minimize the ef 
fect of cathophoresis by reversing the polarity of cur 
rent flow through the lamp, and to minimize the transis 
tion interval between the time that there is full current 
flow on in one direction and that time that there is full 
current ?ow in the opposite direction. The lamp switch 
circuit 90 utilizes SCR’s in place of conventional me 
chanical switches and relays so as to provide a high 
voltage device that is capable of some abuse in the 
switching. 
The use of SCR’s in a bridge arrangement across a 

load is generally known. For example, SCR Manual, 
Fifth Edition, by General Electric suggests such as con 
?guration at 13.1.3, Inverter Con?gurations, page 353. 
However, the triggering and commutation methods of 
this invention used to reverse the direction of current 
flow through long multi-vapor arc lamps is of no con 
cern in the discussion therein. 
The lamp switch circuit 90 includes four SCR’s con 

nected in an SCR bridge con?guration. The SCR recti 
?er bridge has four SCR’s 91, 92, 93 and 94 arranged 
in pairs such that only one pair of SCR’s is turned on 
at any instant of time. Either the odd numbered pair 
(91, 93) or the even numbered pair (92, 94) are turned 
on at any instant. When the odd pair, 91 and 93, is 
turned on, current flow through the lamp 2 is in one di 
rection and if the even pair of SCR’s, 92 and 94, is 
turned on, current flows in the opposite direction 
through the lamp 2. The output signal a from 82 of the 
lamp switching logic circuit 80 is coupled into the gates 
of SCR's 91 and 93 to trigger these SCR’s on. The out 
put signal ,8 from 83 of the lamp switching logic circuit 
80 is coupled into the gates of SCR’s 92 and 94 to trig 
ger these SCR’s on. 

A problem encountered in earlier transistor systems 
is the problem of getting more than two transistors in 
a bridge turned on at the same time. To prevent this, 
in the SCR bridge, there are two capacitors, C1 and C2, 
called commutating capacitors, utilized in the lamp 
switch circuit 90. With a current path through a pair of 
SCR’s, odd or even, turned on in the normal manner, 
the commutating capacitors C1 and C2 will charge up 
to what ever voltage is across the lamp 2 at a particular 
polarity. Left to right, the two commutating capacitors 
Cl and C2 are always charged the same way. Very 
quickly after capacitors Cl and C2 are charged up, Cl 
has the negative charged end at the cathode of a non 
conducting SCR and its positive end is at the cathode 
of a conducting SCR. C2 has the negative end at the 
anode of the other conducting SCR and its positive end 
is at the anode of the other non-conducting SCR. If you 
now take and turn on the other pair of SCR’s, the ca 
pacitors Cl and C2 are charged up in such a manner 
as to help the desired SCR’s turn on rapidly. This pair 
of SCR‘s has a very large supply of current potential 
available to their cathode and anode in the right direc~ 
tion. Thus, they can turn on very quickly. A feature of 
the lamp switch circuit 90 is that when you just turn on 
a SCR that is just gating, it instantly connects charged 
up capacitor, C1 or C2, through itself across the SCR 
that was turned on and is desired to be turned off. What 
ever the value of lamp voltage was is applied as reverse 
bias to the SCR that was turned on and is desired to be 
turned off. The current in an SCR and the circuit asso 
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ciated with it (resistor, diode) is reversed or blocked in 
the system in a few nanoseconds. 
When the second pair of SCR’s is turned on the 

charged commutating capacitors Cl and C2 are con 
nected in reverse polarity across the previously con 
ducting pair of SCR’s. When this occurs, there is the 
possibility of an instant short through to be produced 
straight across the right side of the SCR bridge or 
across the left side of the SCR bridge or across both. If 
you turn on pair of SCR’s on and the other pair of 
SCR’s off, the first pair is simply trying to pump more 
current, and suddenly provides a very high current 
path. To prevent a short circuit from happening, the 
four inductors, L1, L2, L3 and L4, are inserted into the 
lamp switch circuit. These four inductors or coils are 
inserted in the lamp switch circuit 90 strictly to prevent 
a high current ?ow from starting quickly. On each side 
of the SCR bridge, one inductor has current ?ow 
through it initially and the other inductor has no cur— 
rent flow. The inductors that has no current ?ow 
through it when you initially ?re an SCR pair is the in 
ductors that are really holding things off and thereby 
avoiding a short circuit. Once the previously conduct 
ing SCR pair is turned off, which happens in a few 
nanoseconds, (but if it occurs in microseconds it would 
still be all right), current may now build up to some rea 
sonable value in the previously non-conducting coil be 
cause they happen to be the ones that will be conduct 
ing lamp current next anyway. Once the predetermined 
SCR’s are shut off, the surplus energy in the capacitors 
C1 and C2 is discharged through the lamp 2. As soon 
as the charges drop to zero in the discharging commu- ‘ 

tating capacitors, Cl and C2, they immediately start to 
charge in the opposite direction, therefore, getting 
ready for the next polarity reversal. By the time capaci 
tors C1 and c2 are charged completely, or very near 
completely, the lamp 2 is now conducting in the new or 
opposite polarity from what it was conducting. 

In the preferred embodiment of the lamp switch cir 
cuit 90, all inductors are of the same inductance 
(L=Ll=L2=L3-'=L4), and the capacitors are of the 
same capacitance (C=C1=C2), and the lamp looks ap 
proximately resistive, RL. For example, the the induc 
tance L for each of L1, L2, L3 and L4 is z SOptH. Like 
wise, the capacitance ,C for each of C1, C2, C3 and C4 
is 0.1 ,uf 

If is also appreciated that after an SCR pair is turned 
on, current continues to flow in the lamp 2 for a delay 
period, T]; where: 

After this delay period 1-,), a rise time TR for current 
flow in the reverse direction in the lamp 2 is encoun 
tered, where: 

Other modi?cations to the above described invention 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art and are in 
tended to be incorporated herein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A lamp switch circuit for minimizing effects of cat 

aphoresis in long multi-vapor arc lamps comprising: 
a. a long multi-vapor arc lamp mounted for exposure; 
b. silicon controlled recti?er bridge means connected 
across said lamp for establishing polarity of current 
flow through said lamp; 

c. control circuit means for triggering said silicon 
controlled recti?er means on and off when‘ cata 

phoresis effect causes said lamp light intensity to 
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become imbalanced end-to-end, said silicon con 
trolled recti?er bridge means comprises, _ ' 

i. ?rst and second pairs of silicon controlled recti? 
ers connected in a bridge con?guration across 
said lamp, said ?rst pair of silicon controlled rec 
tifiers for establishing polarity of current flow 
through said lamp in a ?rst direction when trig 
gered by said control circuit means, said second 
pair of silicon controlled recti?ers for establish~ 
ing polarity of current flow through said larrip in 
a second direction when triggered by said control 
circuit means; 

ii. commutating means for preventing more than 
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two silicon controlled recti?ers in said bridge 
from getting triggered on at the same time, said 
commutating means comprise ?rst and second 
commutating compacitors, said ?rst commutat 
ing compacitor wired between cathodes of said 
?rst pair of silicon controlled recti?ers, said sec 
ond commutating compacitor wired between an 
odes of said second pair of silicon controlled rec 
ti?ers; and 

iii. current inhibiting means in series with said com 
mutating means for preventing a rapid high cur 
rent ?ow‘ 


